
Minutes of the CSTB meeting
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1) Composition and role of the CSTB committee
C. Camy-Peyret briefly reviews the composition and role of the CSTB committee. CSTB is 
composed of :
- 6 ex-officio members representing committees and bodies of CNES and CNRS: G. Bergametti 
(TOSCA), Th. Encrenaz (CERES), E. Brun (LEFE), B. Bézard (CSAA), E. Ruellan (DT/INSU, 
represented by N. Amarouche during this meeting), A. Vargas (Balloon sub-directorate).
- 7 members nominated by the Balloon Steering Committee and representing the balloon user 
community: C. Camy-Peyret, F. Dulac, V. Guidard, A. Hertzog, H. Oelhaf, J.-P. Pommereau, J.-B. 
Renard
- Permanently invited members: R. Bonneville, J.-L. Counil, C. Deniel and D. Vassaux1 (CNES 
programme division), M.-A. Clair (CNES, Ballon sub-directorate), J.-M Flaud and F. Vial (INSU 
Ocean and Atmosphere)
The CSTB is aimed at assessing proposals that envisioned the use of balloons and proposes an 
implementation plan to the Balloon Steering Committee (“comité directeur ballon”). It is also 
responsible for animating the scientific prospective and for fostering new developments related to 
balloon activities.

2) Hyères workshop
Slightly modified documents have been prepared by C. Camy-Peyret and A. Hertzog on the basis of 
the 3 reports drafted by Th. Encrenaz and J.-L Counil (Science of the Universe), F. Dulac (Lower 
troposphere), and H. Oelhaf (Upper troposphere, lower stratosphere). A synthesised roadmap has 
also been drafted after the workshop, with the major recommendations for the short and mid term. 
The reports and roadmap have all been endorsed by CSTB as the final outcomes of the Hyères 
workshop.
R. Bonneville then highlighted the fact that the balloon programme has become a joint programme 
between CNES and CNRS since the installation of the CSTB committee after the Pau Workshop. 
He also mentioned the fruitful collaboration between CNES and the Canadian Space Agency 
(CSA), with notably the upcoming BSO campaign in Canada in 2014. He finally stressed the 
importance of a future AO dedicated to the development of new instruments, for which the funding 
aspects (and in particular the individual contributions of the various organisms) have yet to be 
discussed.
On the European side, it appears that there is no obvious opportunity in the recently issued FP7 call 
for developing a Balloon European Infrastructure (similar to EUFAR for air planes).

 
3) Recent balloon activities

M.-A Clair made a presentation of the recent balloon activities, including the planning of activities 
for the coming years.
- A validation campaign for the LOAC instrument has been successfully performed in Iceland in 
late July, with CNES support for the TM/TC system.
- the new BPCL gondola is under qualification tests. BPCL vehicles have been declared not 
dangerous by the French Air Authority (DGAC), as they weigh less than 3 kg. A qualification 
campaign will occur at the end of this year in Seychelles. The schedule is compatible with the 
TRAQA and BAMED 1st SOP campaign.
- Tests of the 45 m3 Aeroclipper are ongoing. A technical test flight will be performed during the 
Seychelles campaign. The schedule is compatible with the BAMED 2nd SOP.
-  CNES will participate to the JAXA balloon campaign in September this year to investigate 
payload recovery at sea. Sea recovery tests in La Seyne will be performed by end of September as 

1 D. Vassaux is the CSTB coordinator within CNES.



well.
- The manufacturing of the Nosyca system bench is in progress, and the delivery is expected for 
October. The gondola design is fully completed, the manufacturing has been started in late July, and 
the delivery is expected for December this year. The first version of the onboard software will be 
delivered in November, while the ground segment software is already available. The integration of 
the first ground station will start in November for a delivery in February 2012. The first 
qualification test of Nosyca (short-duration flight) will take place in Kiruna by end 2012 or early in 
2013. The qualification campaign for medium duration flights (3 days with batteries) should occur 
in 2014, while the long-duration version of Nosyca to fly under MIR and BPS should be qualified 
in early 2015.
- The final delivery of the Pilot instrument is expected by early August. The instrument will be 
ready for the first flight in February 2013.
- A flight of the Exomars balloon payload is foreseen in June 2012 (under Swedish responsibility). 
Joint studies with JPL on a Titan Montgolfière will continue until the end of this year. 
- The Dedale working group has been set up to investigate means to improve the knowledge and 
control of balloon trajectories and landing points.
- A Concordiasi scientific workshop will be held in Boulder at the end of October, preceded by a 
one-day meeting devoted to Stratéole Phase 2.
- Fruitful meetings on the Napoleon and Baleine missions have been held. 

4) Cooperation with Canada
The investigation for the mid-latitude (< 50°N) launching site of the upcoming summer campaign in 
Canada is ongoing. The Canadians will select 3 sites in Ontario and Saskatchewan (among the 7 
currently identified) by September on the basis of  surface meteorological conditions. Simulations 
of balloon trajectories from these sites will then be performed by CNES to finally select either 1 or 
2 sites. H. Oelhaf suggested that the trajectory simulations should also be done for the turnaround 
seasons in addition to summer, in order to maximize the potential campaign window.
The CSA has already issued its own call for balloon activities. However, a joint CNES/CSA 
workshop will be held near one of the selected site during the first semester of 2012 to foster 
collaborations between Canadian and European scientists.

5) MISTRALS-related activities
F. Dulac made a presentation of the foreseen MISTRALS activities. The proposed balloon 
campaigns are already:
- TRAQA campaign, July 2012, Fos-Berre, 5-6 BPCL
- Bamed 1st SOP, Sep.-Oct. 2012, Minorca, 15 BPCL
- Bamed 2nd SOP, March 2013, South of France, 15 BPCL and 10 Aeroclippers
- ChArMEx June/July 2013, North Africa, 20-25 BPCL and 10 Aeroclippers
- ChArMEx July/Aug. 2013, Lyons or Genoa Gulf, 20-25 BPCL.

6) Next AO and future activities
The next AO should in particular target proposals for participation in the next BSO campaign (after 
Apr. 2013), as well as the development of new instruments for flights in 2014 and beyond. 
The AO should also encourage scientists to obtain support from third-party agencies (as the French 
ANR for instance). Nevertheless, projects sent to any such agency should also be sent to CSTB, in 
order to internally assess the project feasibility and compliance with the balloon activity planning, 
as well as to provide support if need be. 
R. Bonneville noted that CSTB should redirect proposals involving the development of 
complex/expensive instruments to PASO.
The AO may also mention the possibility for French scientists to obtain technical help from the 
DT/INSU. 
A first draft of the AO should be presented during the next CSTB meeting on October 28. The 



current proposed schedule for the AO is:
- release before end 2011
- assessment during the first 2012 quarter
- decision before mid 2012


